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INTRODUCTION
This Narrative Report provides a discussion on the implementation of planned activities from January –
December 2013. The report highlights key programming achievements and outcomes as well as gaps and
challenges, based among others on the implementation of the Annual Plan for January-December 2013 as
approved by the Board. See Annex 1: Approved Work Plan 2013 for full details.
This Annual Plan aimed at enabling WFT to implement the first year of its 3 years Strategic Plan 2013-2015
(SP). The SP’s main objective for this year was to build on previous, gained institutional achievements in
order to further WFT’s goals and strategies in its five programming areas of grant making, capacity
strengthening, resource mobilization, strategic alliance building and institutional development. Against
this background, WFT’s implementation focus for 2013 was on:
 Phasing out of the current pilot grant making activities while shifting to a fully-fledged Women’s Fund
towards the end of the year;
 Strengthening (organizing) capacities of grantees and women’s rights organizations for a strong
women movement(s);
 Improving skills and knowledge on grant making and feminism leadership of key WFT actors, including
staff, Board and grantees;
 Strengthening resource mobilization strategies within Tanzania and beyond;
 Engaging in strengthening partnership building and linkages with like-minded organizations in the
country, regionally and internationally
 Further consolidating its institutional development processes with the aim to enable WFT’s efficient
/effective growth as a functional and sustainable Fund.
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS AND OUTCOMES
All planned activities for 2013 were implemented with the exception of a few which are still ongoing. On
the overall, these activities have demonstrated key achievements in pushing WFT’s agenda to higher levels
of implementation in all five programming areas. The following discussion provides details on the
implementation status of each programming area.
1.0 GRANT MAKING
The implementation focus aimed to promote grant making activities through further strengthening WFT
to function as a full-fledged funding mechanism and through expanding its pilot grant making. Both areas
received high priority resulting in various achieved outcomes.
Further Strengthening of the Full-fledged Fund
 Implemented activities were geared towards supporting WFT’s intention to transition from the current
pilot grant making model to a functional grant making model to start in 2014. As part of this, activities
were planned and implemented to support WFT’s internal funding systems (financial and
administrative) and tools to enable WFT to function as a full-fledged women’s rights fund with
efficiency and required outcomes. These included: finalizing a Grants Making Manual through engaging
a consultant team for developing/refining institutional policies, systems, modalities, procedures and
tools for of a full-fledged grant making model;
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Updating WFT’s Financial Policy to accommodate more focus on
strengthened grant making procedures;
Developing and updating other relevant requirements, such as
Grant Making Assessment Tools, including Institutional
Assessment Tools and Financial Assessment Forms. Some tools
such as the improved Concept Note Format were already in use.

WFT focuses on providing smallsized, medium-sized and strategic
grants to selected women’s rights
initiatives at different levels,
especially at local level.

All these are considered as key preparatory interventions to enable the proper functioning of the fullfledged Grant Making Model from 2014 onwards.
Another major preparatory intervention was the Board’s unanimous and encouraging decision in July 2013
to officially launch WFT as the first Women’s Right Fund in Tanzania. See Annex 2: WFT’s Launching Story
for more details. The Secretariat then took up the implementation of this decision. This led to the launching
of the Fund on 5 September during the biennial Gender Festival (GF) as organized by the Tanzania Gender
Networking Program (TGNP) from 3-6 September. The GF brings together two to three thousand women’s
rights activists (and some men) from both national and local level from all over Tanzania and beyond. It is
a unique movement building space for sharing, learning, consensus building on new strategies for moving
the women’s agenda forward.
The launching provided WFT with a strategic opportunity to profile its work in grant making in the country,
as well as in informing many women’s rights organizations on the Fund for their engagement, especially
for those coming from the local levels.
The day preceding the launch, WFT organized a round table
event which focused on raising a debate on fundraising
opportunities and challenges for the promotion of women’s
rights issues in the country.
Since its launch in September, WFT has been able to expand its
database of potential grantees as well as like- minded
organizations with which they could go into partnerships,
networking, learning and sharing with each other. While this
has raised more expectations on WFT, it is a situation which
has been resulting in making WFT publicly known as the first
Women’s Fund for promotion of women’s rights issues in the
country. The organisation also benefited from starting new
communication and strengthening relationships with
potential and existing funders inside and outside Tanzania.
This has increased its funding base for next year’s
implementation as shall be elaborated upon below.

The well attended Round Table on
“Opportunities and Challenges for Mobilizing
Resources on Women Rights in Tanzania” had
speakers from two grassroots Grantees,
the Chief Executive of the Civil Society
Foundation in Tanzania, the UN Women
Country Representative and the Executive
Director of WFT with presentations and
discussions on:
 Overview of the global funding context in
women rights;
 Tanzanian experience in grant making: Key
challenges and opportunities in funding
women issues;
 What mechanisms do we use to fund women
organizations;
 Grant making from a grantee perspective;
 The need for rethinking and strategizing for
grants in women rights initiatives.
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Pilot Grant Making
Pilot grant making activities were planned to expand from 5 in 2012 to 10 in 2013. However, between
January – December 2013, 27 grants were actually made! See Annex 3: Grants Overview of Grants Made by
WFT between November 2011 and September 2013 for full details.
The implementation focus in pilot grant making continued to receive high attention, thus providing further
strategic opportunities for making more funds accessible to potential and growing women’s rights
initiatives at the local level. Furthermore, it enabled WFT to draw important learning experiences from its
pilots. The 27 grants were made with funding from Mama Cash, Rita Fund, OSIEA, OXFAM, Catapult/GFW
and UN Women. At this juncture, it is important to mention also that through WFT’s successful fundraising
initiatives in Tanzania, grants could be made to member organizations of the Women and Constitution
(Wanawake na Katiba) Coalition such as TAMWA, TGNP, EFG, Zanzibar Gender Coalition, and to other
activities of the Coalition.
The main focus of funded initiatives was on promoting women’s and adolescent girls’ rights initiatives in:
 Leadership skills development;
Most grants were small-scale in nature
 Youth empowerment among adolescent girls in addressing
(i.e. between $3,000-3,500). Most of
issues of forced marriages, early pregnancies and sexuality
them have thus far been for one-time
rights;
activities, though they can be
 Empowering local women in their different settings (fishconsidered for renewal to further
vendors, market women, and others) on understanding their
support the implementation of
rights and to organize themselves to get a more rights-based
emerging actions
approach in their activities;
 Promotion of women and leadership in governance structures
at community level including increasing women’s participation in their local level networks, such as e.g.
HIV/AIDS Networks.
As part of the pilot grant making activities, several other related interventions were undertaken between
January and December. For example, database activities were expanded on an on-going basis as well as
facilitating a series of mentoring activities for new grantees including: Ebeneza Women Entrepreneurs,
AGAPE Women Leadership; SAFINA Adolescent Girls all in Shinyanga region, and KIMWAMI Women Fish
vendors, MYAAG Adolescent Girls Anti-AIDS Group, both in Mtwara. All these groups received different
packages of technical support and mentorship from WFT staff or through WFT-sponsored mentors for
assisting them in proposal development, and linking them to relevant information and resource
persons/professionals. This enhanced their conceptual capacity and engagement in areas of their work. In
addition, WFT has also been linking its grantees with potential donors when the opportunity arose. For
example, HAWA (working on domestic workers rights) was linked to an American based funding
organization for possible funding their ongoing processes. This kind of initiative is important to WFT’s
objective of strengthening the institutional capacity of women’s rights organizations, especially at
community level.
Furthermore, activities were undertaken to facilitate the Technical/Selection Committee, such as meetings
for enabling members to review and approve submitted Concept Notes/Proposals from potential grantees,
leading to approved of proposals for grants. Meanwhile, the Committee continued to effectively advice the
Secretariat on the need for conducting field visits and documenting her stories/reports for dissemination,
which is being followed up.
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In conclusion: as a grant maker and in terms of implementation results:
 WFT has been moved on schedule with planned grant making activities;
 WFT has been able to expand its base of local level grantees in a significant way;
 WFT has been further informed by lessons from its pilot grants for enriching the full-fledged funding
model;
 WFT has been able to expand its funding base for pilots in 2013 from one funder (Mama Cash) with
five more: UN Women, OISEA, OXFAM, CATAPULT/GFW and the Rita Fund.
2.0 CAPACITY STRENGTHENING
Three major activities were planned and implemented with the aim of strengthening capacities of both
grantees and WFT staff and Board members.
Training for Grantees
Participants came from existing grantees, such
Mid July, a one-day training session/forum for existing and as Safina Young Women Leaders (Shinyanga),
potential WFT Grantees took place. Grantees were trained on (Ebeneza Group (Shinyanga), Young Women
grant making/funding, compliance issues, financial Leadership (Shinyanga), Mtwara Youth Anti
AIDS Group (Mtwara), Umbrella on Women
management, reporting and documenting stories/evidences
and Entrepreneurship (Mtwara), HAWA
of achievements from their work as part of learning, Women’s Rights Group on Domestic Workers
monitoring and evaluation (L&M&E). Simultaneously, WFT Rights (Dar es Salaam), KBH on Sex Workers’
staff received feedback from the grantees on key Rights (Dar es Salaam), and from potential
implementation lessons and outcomes. The training grantees such as Warembo on promotion of
intervention proved an important step in responding to sexuality and dignity rights in the new
identified capacity gaps from local level grantees by constitution(Dar es Salaam) and Paralegal
Centre for Women on Constitutionalism Issues
strengthening their capacity. It also added value to increased
(Mtwara).
learning and implementation efficiency within WFT through
the feedback received from the field.
In addition, some WFT grantees (KBH Sisters, HAWA and
For example, through learning, sharing
MYAAG) were funded to participate in a series of activities
and skills exposure in feminist discourses
and meetings as organized by the Coalition and different other
and coalition building, KBH Sisters (a
related initiatives, including workshops on women and
community-based sex workers coalition)
constitutional rights during the Gender Festival in September.
has been demonstrating growing
confidence in analysis, documenting
As a result of their participation, participating grantees are
evidence and active engagement in
increasingly becoming active actors in the women’s
dialogues on including women’s rights
movement, especially in ongoing advocacy work on
issues in the new constitution, especially in
promoting women’s rights issues in the constitutional review
relation to the protection of the rights of
process.
sex workers.

Training/Learning sessions for WFT Staff and Board Members
Several sessions were planned by the Secretariat to support staff and WFT key actors, such as board
members, in team building and deepening their knowledge in areas under WFT’s concern. In January, an
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annual staff retreat was organized to develop and articulate the Annual Plan for 2013. This resulted not
only in a clear work plan, but also in a stronger team, and a shared understanding and expectations on the
planning process.
Staff members have also been benefiting from their participation in various training and dialogue sessions
organised by different like-minded organizations/institutions within the women’s and CSO’s movements
in the country (for instance: coalition meetings and dialogues on women’s rights and constitutionalism).
This definitely contributes to the further promotion of a solid base of capable WFT staff.
Furthermore, two training sessions were held: one for staff on programming, report writing and minutes
taking within the context of grant making; the second learning session for board members on financial
accountability through effective audit reading. Both contributed towards enhancing WFT’s institutional
capacity. The board’s increased capacity and exposure on selected skills further strengthens the
implementation potential of its role especially in relation to holding staff and others accountable for
effective implementation of outcomes and integrity in financial management issues.
3.0 RESOURCE MOBILIZATION
Activities were planned and undertaken by WFT in Tanzania and through its support foundation in The
Netherlands with increased positive outcomes and various learnings.
Expanding and Maintaining a Functional Database for Supporting Building of Proposals Locally,
Regionally and Internationally
To enable effective resource mobilization, efforts are ongoing to expand
and maintain a functional database of (potential) funders. For example,
the database was expanded with 13 potential funders, providing
additional and necessary information on possible funding sources for
WFT’s work in Tanzania. Information was utilized in proposal
development with two existing funders: Mama Cash and Deventer
Municipality and seven new funders: OISEA, UN Women, RITA Fund,
Oak Foundation, Ford Foundation, African Women Development Fund
and Global Fund for Women.
A new 18
months grant
was approved
by UN Women
(USD 287,204)
and started at
the end of
November
October.

OISEA
approved
another grant
to WFT for
activities of
the Coalition
up to mid
2014 (USD
150.000)

One
proposal
for
CATAPULT
/GFW
funding
was
approved
(USD
18,000)

Three proposals with
the African Women
Development Fund
(AWDF) (USD 20,000),
Global Fund for
Women (GFW) (USD
20,000), and Mama
Cash (MC) (Euro
20,000) were approved

WFT’s funding base grew from
USD 130, 346 in 2012 to USD
290,759 in 2013. This included
funding from UN Women (USD
86,651) which was extended from
2012 to June 2013 to support
grants for ongoing pilots and for
work of the Coalition on women’s
rights in the constitutional review
process.

Two
proposals
for small
grants
were
approved
by the
Deventer
Municipalit
y (Euro
2300)
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Proposals have
been submitted
late 2013 to
three potential
funders: OAK
Fndt, Ford Fndt
and Match Int
Women Fund

Explore and Build One Joint Proposal Initiative with Like-Minded Organizations on Selected Issues
Possibilities for joint funding proposals are being explored. So far this has led to WFT’s first joint proposal
together with ‘Search for Common Ground (SFCG) with US Aid funding: a two year project to advocate for the
implementation of the Maputo Protocol through making grants to both national and local women’s rights
organisations.
Furthermore, WFT has been playing an active role in implementing
joint activities with the African Charter of Women’s Funds (ACWF) of
the International Network of Women’s Funds (INWF).An important
part of this process is the development by the ACWF of an African
Strategic Plan. Its main objective is to mobilize for more collective
funding approaches in the near future. It is expected that this
process will lead to viable opportunities for joint proposals.

Early August, WFT’s ED
participated in a working meeting
for INWF’s African Members to
finalize the Strategic Plan for the
African Region. This SP is now
finalized and fund raised under
UAF leadership.

Engage with existing and potential funders
In Tanzania, in order to WFT’s Resource Mobilization Strategy (RMS) distinguishes seven windows for potential
further engage with resource mobilization:
potential
funders, 1. Traditional window: Bilateral Donors (e.g. EU countries with bilateral agreements with
communication
was
Tanzania, USAID); Multilateral Donors (e.g. UN agencies, AU-NEPAD, SADC); Private
maintained
through
Sector;
visits,
making 2. Social entrepreneurship and philanthropists window: Social entrepreneurs which
recognize a social problem and use entrepreneurial principles to organize, create and
presentations to donors
manage a social venture to achieve social change;
meetings
and
by
3. Income generating activities window: various strategies (e.g. a consultancy window)may
attending
strategic
be embarked upon to generate own funds to supplement those obtained from other
donor discussions/fora.
sources;
These included UN 4. Starting own investments window: such as buying shares in socially responsible programs
Women Tanzania, Open
(e.g. Women Bank Tanzania) whenever an opportunity arises, next to e.g. acquiring
building plots for an office that could also double as business premises for rent;
Society Initiative East
5.
Use of internet and social media both as a communication and a fund raising tool
Africa
(OSIEA),
window: website and social media will all be avenues for reaching new audiences and
Breakfast Meeting with
potential donors; donation window for direct contribution by individuals or institutions
Women Ambassadors in
will be established;
Tanzania,
Working 6. Building an endowment fund window: an endowment is defined as a pool of capital
Lunch on International
invested to produce income. An endowment will help diversify WFT's income and reduce
Women’s Day with UN
its dependency;
staff and UN Women 7. Volunteer window: volunteers without monetary reward (apart from expenses) will be
Retreat
with
recruited.
Development Partners
Gender Group. Although
WFT’s area of work might not necessarily belong to some donors current priorities, WFT initiated and
maintains some dialogues/discussions with (potential) bilateral funders in Tanzania such as DANIDA,
Canadian High Commission, SIDA, the Irish and the Finish Embassy. All occasions proved to be important
spaces for building and maintaining relationships, for sharing information on current key developments in
the women’s movement and for opening doors to generate interest of (potential) funders to support WFT.
Internationally, communication was initiated (since 2010) and maintained with new potential funders
such as the Oak Foundation, Global Fund for Women, and Ford Foundation East Africa. These efforts
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resulted in WFT being invited to submit one Concept Note and two Proposals consecutively. While we are
yet to be informed on the Oak Foundation’s response, the Global Fund for Women has committed to fund
WFT for next year and the Ford Foundation has indicated its commitment to be finalized early 2014.
Furthermore, relationships continued to be identified and built with private sector institutions for resource
mobilization purposes in the country and beyond. For example, there are some ongoing efforts towards
informing several private Bank Foundations including the Equity Bank Foundation and Rabo Bank
Foundation on WFT’s work as well as dialoguing on possibilities of funding from them.
Though these efforts are yet to realize more major results, a presentation was held and a first donation
(Euro 1000) received in November from BDO, a major accounting firm during an event for business women
in the eastern part of the Netherlands.
The private sector approach is seen as an important step towards implementing WFT’s Resource
Mobilization Strategy (RMS). This Strategy, as approved in July 2012, continued to guide RM activities
through its seven windows as explained in the textbox. In this way, the RMS is proving to be a key
operational instrument for directing WFT in its RM activities and exploring new avenues.
Activities for profiling WFT
Planning and implementing marketing strategies and tools continued to receive high priority as in previous
years. These included the following:
 Finalizing and redesigning of the English website, translating it in Kiswahili and Dutch and
updating websites on at least 4-6 weekly basis
The redesigning of the English website as started in 2012 was finalised early in the year. This intensive
process included exchanging ideas and team working between WFT staff and Internet Solutions Ltd. (ISP),
the external service provider, who has been volunteering since October last year. Its content is being
reviewed and updated, although much more still needs to be done for effectively reflecting WFT’s day to
day work and impact. Translation of the website into Kiswahili and Dutch has been experiencing some
implementation delays, but is currently under finalization before the end of the year. The new website
(www.wft.or.tz) is interactive, user friendly and has the potential to become strategically used in effective
RM.
 Digital Profiling of/ Fundraising for WFT through Social Media
WFT’s support foundation the lead in testing the waters’ in this for WFT unknown terrain, by starting a
social media fundraising campaign in the Netherlands. After intensive preparatory work (on provider’s
conditions, content, technicalities, payment constructions) and fundraising to meet initial expenses, the
‘iGive Campaign’ has been developed and first implementation steps were being undertaken. Some
implementation delays were experienced and a new action plan to remedy the situation is presently being
made.
 Direct mailing
Another new approach was explored between March-July by targeting (potential) individual givers in
WFT’s existing network in The Netherlands through direct emailing and use of social media (YouTube film
and Facebook page in Dutch).
Crucial initial lessons are emerging from both approaches for informing WFT when embarking on this type
of profiling in Tanzania and beyond. For example, two important prerequisites are the need to have
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sufficient funds to invest before any return can be expected and the need to have sufficient human
resources available from the start for managing campaigns (community manager).
It is beyond doubt that digital profiling/marketing of WFT, engaging in social media campaigns/crowd
funding, and targeting potential philanthropists are promising and important tools for promoting WFT’s
work and for mobilizing resources.
 Development of selected material to profile WFT
Selected material is ongoing being developed, updated and fine tuned for (re)production, presentation and
dissemination. These include brochures, leaflets, posters, one
pager briefing notes, bios, business cards, banners, power point For instance: OXFAM was provided a
presentations, annual and financial reports, profiling updates for total of 1, 500 copies for distributing
websites of strategic allies, such as INWF, AWID, Mama Cash and the leaflet through their MABARAZA
Deventer Municipality and other tailor made presentations. The trainings, which were conducted in
main purpose is to make profiling materials more available and more that 80 districts upcountry.
accessible to different stakeholders at both national and Other Coalition members such as
ULINGO disseminated more than
regional/international level, and to post them in our new website.
1,000 copies of this publication to its
membership, i.e. women in politics

As convenor of Women’s Rights and Constitutional Issues, some
material to promote their work has been produced, such as the
Kiswahili leaflet (June) on ‘Key Women’s Rights Issues for the New Constitution’. This leaflet turns out to
be particularly popular and in high demand, necessitating reprinting. These materials have been
disseminated already to Coalition members and others involved in organizing/training women (and men)
members of the Constitutional Forums (Mabaraza) in different districts.
 Media Coverage
On international profiling: the ED was interviewed through the VSO programme on “Making Marginalised
Women’s Voices Heard at the Highest Level in Tanzania”. This programme highlighted both the work of
WFT on women’s rights and constitutionalism issues and that of one of WFT’s grantees, KBH Sisters, on
their work on sex workers rights at the community level (See You-Tube link: http://ht.lylm8Zvz). The film
will be linked to WFT’s website underway with support of a part time Communication Volunteer.
On the subject of women’s rights issues general in Tanzania and to talk on WFT’s work, WFT staff has also
been on TV and radio shows in Tanzania, and in The Netherlands on TV (also available on You Tube),
newspaper interview and event presentations. Media profiling have proved to be useful in informing the
public, development partners and other stakeholders on WFT and her Grantees.
 Communications Strategy
WFT is about to finalize its first Communications Strategy to further breakdown its Resource Mobilization
Strategy (RMS) into practical implementation steps so as to achieve fully its communication objectives. The
communication activities as carried out by WFT since 2007 contributed to the coming into existence of WFT’s
RMS as approved in July 2012. With its Communications Strategy, WFT wants to build awareness of WFT’s core
programs among a wide but defined group of audiences and user groups, secure the commitment of a defined
group of stakeholders to its program objectives, influence women’s rights and funding scenarios/policies,
encourage participation from partners, like minded organizations and funders, and solicit interest leading to
potential funders to support WFT.
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4.0 STRATEGIC ALLIANCES BUILDING / STRENGHTHENING WOMEN’S MOVEMENT
Activities under this programming area were planned and undertaken with various outcomes.
The constitutional review process has been offering a strategic opportunity to WFT to
promote the women’s rights agenda and particularly to strengthen the women’s movement
in the country through grant making and capacity enhancement. This is in line with WFT’s
vision and mission. WFT has been quick to seize this opportunity, thus using its position as a
women’s rights fund effectively and strategically.

At local level, WFT funded 2 coalition members
(suburb in Dar es Salaam and Zanzibar) to
train and raise awareness of women members
of Constitutional Councils (Mabaraza) at Ward
level in crucial women’s rights issues in the
new constitution. These (and more to come)
sessions aim to equip women (and men)
members of the Mabaraza with relevant
knowledge on issues to pay attention to during
the review of the draft New Constitution at
local level. In this way, these Mabaraza,
whether facilitated by the Coalition or by other
actors in society, offer a strategic entry point
for ensuring that the women’s rights agenda
becomes central in this review process.

Facilitate Post-Convening activities of the Coalition on
Women’s Rights and Constitutional Issues in Tanzania
The ongoing constitutional review process enabled WFT
to play a typical and strategic role as a Women’s Rights
Fund.

For instance: the review of the first draft of the new
Constitution, which was out for inputs of the public before
final updating and approval by the Special Constituent
Assembly coming November, calls for strategic and timely
interventions to ensure that public debates adopt a
gender/feminist perspective and to advocate for anchoring
crucial women’s rights issues in the new constitution.
From this strategic perspective, WFT has been successfully
raising funds to make grants to different Coalition Members
and to initiatives outside the Coalition, all with the aim to
enable them to fully engage in raising awareness, in engaging
women in the ongoing debates, in advocacy work and in
organizing in this area. The Women and Constitution
(Wanawake na Katiba) Coalition’s aims to influence the
constitutional review process, to ensure that public debates
adopt a gender/feminist perspective and to advocate for
anchoring crucial women’s rights issues in the new
constitution.

The Coalition was recently formed in
October 2012 as the direct and practical
outcome of the (WFT-organized) National
Convening for which WFT raised funds and
made a strategic grant available. The
Coalition involves more than 50 women’s
rights organizations from all 19 regions of
Tanzania. It has been playing a key role
through providing legal gender reviews of
the first draft of the new Constitution,
through lobbying and advocating for
women’s participation and rights in the
new Constitution, through training and
outreaching on women’s rights issues and
the new constitution, and through media
advocacy and fundraising for collective
action.
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WFT also made a grant to the Coalition to fund its Coordinator for organizing reflective meetings/working
sessions, for building consensus and strategizing on collective action for advocacy. Between January and
December activities focused on preparing for different sessions for engaging with members of the
Constitutional Review Commission, for organizing a forum for enabling further articulation and consensus
building on key advocacy issues, for conducting gender reviews of the first draft, for compiling comments
for submission to the Commission, for organizing a forum for coalition members to finalize the review of
the draft before submission to the Constitutional Commission.
It is significant to note, that in August the Constitutional Review Commission accepted the Coalition as a
full Baraza. This position guarantees its official status for the Commission and is an important
recognition/acceptance by the government of the Coalition’s
work/inputs in the constitutional review process. It is also an The first draft of the Constitution
assurance for the Coalition, that its comments on the first Draft includes a substantive number of
Constitution will be considered officially. The Coalition plans to clauses/ principles for promoting
continue playing an active role in the upcoming period when the
women’s rights issues/ gender
new constitution is out in 2014. For example, towards the end of the
equality objectives in different
year, the Coalition was already engaged in preparing itself for
influencing the ongoing constitutional review processes of: the sectors. However still more needs
Special Constituent Assembly which shall be discussing and to be done for its improvement.
approving the Second Draft of the new Constitution document, as
well as the Referendum process to take place in early next year.
Engage with/participate in selected activities and strategic forums of like-minded organizations and
(potential) funders for learning, strategizing and joint action
In Tanzania:
WFT staff and board members participated in more than 6 dialogue sessions organized by different
Coalition members on issues relating to women’s rights and the new constitution in the country, such as
those organized by Tanzania Lawyers Association, ULINGO (a Women’s Cross Party Platform for women
politicians with seats in the Parliament), Legal and Human Rights Centre, Tanzania Gender Networking
Programme, Gender Coalition in Zanzibar and others. Through such activities, WFT is continuously being
informed on critical issues and processes, thus being able to sharpen its approach in how best to engage
and support the Coalition/women’s movement(s) in the country.
In Africa:
WFT actively engaged and facilitated planned activities with the African Charter of Women’s Funds (ACWF) of
INWF. An important part of this process is the development by the ACWF of an African Strategic Plan. WFT
has been playing an active role in implementing joint activities. ACWF’s main objective is to mobilize for
more collective funding approaches in the near future. It is expected that this process will lead to viable
opportunities for joint proposals.
WFT’s application for membership with the African Grant makers Network (AGN), resulted in being accepted as
a member in September.
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WFT also participated actively in Urgent Africa Fund (UAF)’s organised Conference in Malawi, which had the
focus on issues of women leadership in Africa. This was a well-attended meeting with all the key actors
promoting feminist leadership and mentoring programmes in Africa. In this way, it was a space, which provided
WFT with a great opportunity for networking, learning and sharing particularly on issues relating to mentorship
of young women in the women’s movement(s).
Internationally:
WFT continued its approach to strengthen building strategic alliances with like-minded organizations and
women’s funds. WFT played a proactive role in linking up with INWF members through information
sharing on different aspects of the network, a situation that has been proving to be deeply enriching also
for WFT’s own growth process.
WFT participated actively in Mama Cash (MC) Women’s Fund (WFs) Programme Meeting (and in the
Women’s Fund Fair for individual givers) in February in Amsterdam. This inspiring meeting enabled funds
to share and compare concrete fundraising strategies and set the basis for interactive discussions on the
nature and role of WFs. It also provided MC with valuable information about next steps in their
Strengthening Local Fundraising Initiative and how to make it even more useful for new funds. The
collaboration with INWF was inspiring and rich.
WFT participated actively in local politics in Deventer Municipality between March and June to help prevent
successfully heavy cuts in the municipal budget for international cooperation.
All these interventions are important ingredients for enhancing WFT’s growth as a Fund, as well as for
enabling WFT to become an active actor in the women’s movement(s) in the country.
5.0 INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHENING ACTIVITIES
Activities implemented under this programme aim to strengthen WFT’s organizational process. Several
activities were planned and implemented with varied levels of results whilst others are still ongoing. It
needs to be noted that WFT still has limited institutional capacity in the financial and other programming
areas. Acquiring qualified staff will build WFT’s institutional capacity and speed up implementation.
Activities for implementing the Strategic Plan 2013-2015 (SP)
One of the major processes undertaken was the development of the WFT’s three year’s Strategic Plan 20132015 (SP). Started in 2012, the SP got finalised in the first quarter of 2013 with the Board’s approval.
Further fine-tuning and updating took place in August and December.
The Annual Plan for 2013 was based on year one of the SP. As stated in the earlier sections of this report,
the SP directs implementation in WFT’s five core-programming areas of grant making, capacity
strengthening, resource mobilization, strategic alliance building and institutional development. Accrued
implementation outcomes of the Annual Plan for 2013 have been demonstrating that the SP has been a
useful guiding framework. Besides, the SP is proving to be a strategic tool for resource mobilization.
Annual Financial Audits
The Annual Financial Audit for 2012 was implemented although faced with some unforeseen
implementation delays. The Board approved the clean audit. Furthermore, in February, UN Women audited
WFT on project related accounts under their sponsorship. This extra exercise strengthened WFT‘s
institutional process in this area, which is key for enhancing its financial management and financial
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integrity. The Annual Financial Audit for 2012 for WFT’s support foundation was implemented and
approved in March by the Board.
Facilitation of Board Activities
Board meetings were organized and held both in January, July and December. Meetings were well attended
by board members, with some participating through Skype. Board members’ deliberations and directions
guided and monitored ongoing implementation processes. Updating board members on on-going key
institutional processes is part of regular routines and procedures. Board members are being kept informed
and invited to attend some of WFT activities such as donors’ discussions. All implemented activities in this
area contributed towards facilitating the Board to play its role in providing strategic conceptual leadership
for enhanced programming outcomes and accountability. A similar, location specific approach is being
followed for the board of WFT’s support foundation in the Netherlands. Two Skype meetings were held in
January and July. A new treasurer and a new regular member have been replacing two outgoing members.
Activities for enhancing financial management processes
The development of the financial policy and setting of relevant financial systems and procedures has been
an ongoing process over the year. The Financial Policy was finalized and approved by the Board in its
meeting in July. As already pointed out under Grant Making, some selected financial procedures and tools
were also developed and utilised to support especially ongoing grant making interventions. Furthermore,
WFT has been shifting from manual to a digital accounting system. This shift, made possible by funding
from UN Women, potentially increases WFT’s financial efficiency and integrity.
WFT is still relying on half time/voluntary financial services for supporting the financial department.
Although the acquired services have been instrumental in building WFT’s capacity in this area, this
situation comes with its own challenges, especially as regards delaying implementation processes.
WFT’s support foundation is relying on a manual accounting system. Voluntary financial services for ad
hoc advice and composing annual accounts have been a welcome contribution since early 2013.
Activities on M&E Framework and Tools
Several activities were planned with the aim to strengthen M&E systems and processes, including base
lining and reporting. Several of these activities have been implemented whilst others are still ongoing in
the area of developing selected procedures and tools to facilitate WFT’s learning, monitoring and
evaluation activities, such as for instance an M&E Field Report format for field monitoring. In this area
however there were also implementation challenges experienced.
On strengthening staff‘s capacities in programming skills, including building further understanding on
different aspects of M&E (such as reporting and documenting), this has been ongoing.
For ongoing M&E purposes, quarterly/six monthly narrative and financial reports to the Board and project
reports to Donors/Funders as per contractual obligation were prepared in Tanzania.
Mid June, the 6 monthly progress review meeting took place between WFT’s Executive Director and Mama
Cash’s Senior Programme Officer with the aim to evaluate progress on programme implementation under
MC’s funding for lessons and improvement. Useful advice on different areas of WFT’s programme
processes was received.
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Efforts on documenting her-stories on selected post pilot activities (for instance: outcomes of the KBH (sex
workers) empowerment stories) were undertaken and are in the final stage of preparation. The final
stories/case studies shall contribute towards WFT’s enhanced learning, sharing and impact tracking.
Also, documenting WFT’s own implementation ‘story’ and outcomes was given priority.
Engage services for facilitating WFT activities (program staff, resource persons)
Planning for 2013 included to create a staff base by hiring 4 staff for key positions at the programme level
and one at the administrative level. Implementation delays are being experienced mainly because of
funding limitations. No major funding commitments for this type of costs have been secured as yet with
the exception of ongoing Mama Cash support for a modest allowance for the two directors, from UN Women
for hiring the part time services of a financial person and the part time assistance of a VSO-volunteer
through UN Women. WFT is forced to still rely mainly on voluntary and part time services.
In order to facilitate activities in its different programs, WFT has been able to engage the services of 4
resource persons to support the finalization of the Financial Policy and Grants Making Manual, and to
support work of the Coalition. Furthermore, individuals from women’s organizations and the movement
have been utilized as key resource/technical experts in different areas on a voluntary basis. For example,
several feminists and individual women from different legal women’s organizations have been key
resource persons in conducting legal reviews, developing position papers and facilitating workshops on
gender equality/women’s rights and constitutional issues.
WFT’s support foundation lost its part-time voluntary services due to sickness. The recruitment of new
volunteers is ongoing. Although there is a small group of advisors, the director as the only implementer on
the daily working floor.
Office space and its strategic use
Since December, WFT has managed to acquire more office space in the same building. Until then, WFT has
been actively transforming its small office, located close to town, into a Centre or Hub offering a safe space
to women feminists and activists. This support in kind to women’s rights organizations and grantees forms
a substantive contribution to their engagement and in promoting collective action. Office space has also
been actively used for planning activities through the Coalition and the Tanzania Women Cross Party
Platform-Ulingo. Furthermore, office space is being used by staff from different women organizations to
organize for their strategizing and collective action. These included for example, TAWLA’s reviewing of the
current constitution in order to develop a position paper on gender issues for the new constitution and
TGNP’s review discussions of the Women Manifesto. All these are viewed as important activities, which not
only contribute to the growth of WFT as a Women’s Rights Fund that is cherished by its main clientele, but
also contribute towards more collective action on women’s rights issues in the movement.
Since January, WFT’s support foundation has been granted permission to make part-time use of office and
other facilities at SAXION, local university for applied sciences in Deventer.
CHALLENGES
 Our main challenge continued to be our still limited funding base. Although WFT’s financial resources
have been on the increase as compared to 2012, funds raised have been for earmarked activities and
have expanded especially WFT’s pilot grant making activities and its demands on the staffing situation;
 We are happy to share that the pilot served its purpose. Testing the ground: baseline, approaches,
philosophy, mode of working, internal systems. The pilots made us understand more on existing
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opportunities and challenges in fundraising/funding critical women’s rights issues in the context of Tanzania.
Especially with the focus we took, i.e. local level for small pilots, strategic funding through coalition building.
we have learnt lessons that made us set a functional model based on tested grounds and which we have
already started using;
The increased number of expectations is both a positive result and a challenge. The systems are there and
some funding is in place. How are we going to keep the pace; how are we going to manage the increased
expectations. in a sustained and innovative way;
How do we cope ourselves with writing results and ‘visibilizing’ them: documenting our stories as they
evolve. We are at a stage where we need more encouragement and support. We have learnt that we have
to visibilize our work. We need to learn more and invest more. We need more exposure and to keep training
ourselves and link up with resource (both technical and content wise).

MITIGATION PLANS
Continue to mobilize funds, guided and supported by the windows of WFT’s RMS and the new
Communications Strategy
 Follow up on already submitted proposals;
 Continue to initiate, build and maintain relationships with existing and potential funders:
 Raise and allocate funds to cater for WFT’s institutional development needs, especially its staff base,
office space and purchase of relevant equipment.
CONCLUSION
2013 was the first year of WFT’s SP 13-15. It started well with the implementation of the Annual Plan with
varied levels of performance and outcomes. The conclusion is best summarized in the following short
statements on the basis of our work and learnings during the reported period. It illustrates what we view as our
unique contribution, which is the basis for our way forward:
 Young and upcoming, WFT is developing and positioning itself as an innovative grant maker in Tanzania
operating at the cutting edge of social justice and women’s rights philanthropy.
 As the first women’s rights fund in Tanzania, WFT promotes a grant making model, which offers a package
of support before, during and after grant making to give voice and visibility to marginalized women on
marginalized and often controversial issues.
 WFT’s founders realized that women‘s voice, visibility and contributions to achieve empowerment and
social justice remain unseen and undervalued unless adequate funding reaches them.
 Through our movement building approach, WFT keeps on building a channel to reach out to rural/local
communities for tapping into and strengthening women’s capacity and potential to promote their rights.
 WFT is pushing its energy into creating a diverse and sustainable funding base.
 WFT is keen on building strong partnerships with like-minded women’s funds, women’s rights organizations
and networks in Tanzania, Africa and beyond.
 WFT is increasingly being recognized as an innovative women’s rights fund and key player in current
feminist debates and discourses in Tanzania and beyond.
 The women’s movement in Tanzania has started organizing around critical feminist issues such as sexual
minorities and sex-extortion. These areas are still hardly funded and largely untouched. In order to rapidly
tackle issues when they come up and meanwhile keep scouting around for organizations with progressive,
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transformative agendas, WFT and her supporters need to be informed, strategic and prepared. This is
where WFT’s funding becomes key.
WFT is increasingly earning a reputation for promoting a supportive grant model which combines strategic
grants making with sound and innovative capacity building strategies including strong mentorship before,
during and after grant making.

THE WAY FORWARD
We evaluate our applied strategies as having been innovative and potential both in relation to grant making
and to promoting the women’s movement building agenda at different levels in Tanzania.
Our evaluation builds on feedback as received from Grantees and Coalition Members, on analysis, on
periodical assessment of our Annual Plan versus implementation targets/outputs, and on the Board’s
biannual and annual assessment of implemented interventions in all areas of WFT programs.
We are committed to finalize ongoing implementation processes and to implement new activities as
planned guided by lessons learnt and by our Strategic Plan 2013-2015. This will be done in order to move
WFT’s agenda to higher heights in the coming years.
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ANNEX 1: APPROVED WORKPLAN JANUARY – DECEMBER 2013
I Activities that focus on WFT External Work with Target Groups
Activities that focus on WFT Start
external work with target Date
groups

Finish
Date

The target Expected
group (s) result/s

1: GRANTMAKING
1.1: Further Strengthening of the full-fledged Fund
Planned Activities
1. Finalize and launch the 1 Jan
30 Sept Potential
grant making model for
grantees
the full-fledged fund to
(women’s
function
(including
rights
phasing out of pilot grant
organizati
making activities)
1 Jan
30 Sept ons)
at
2. Implement processes for
local and
the setting of a fullnational
fledged grant making 1 Jan
31 Dec level
modalities
3. Deploy policies, systems,
further
refine
institutional procedures 1 Jan
31 Dec
and tools for facilitating
grant making activities
4. Linking women’s rights
organisations
with
potential/other donors
(endorsements,
correspondence
with
women’s
rights
organizations
and
Grantees and donors, and
information/knowledge
sharing)
1.2: Pilot Grant Making Activities
5. Expand 9 new pilots and 1 1 Feb
31 Dec 9
existing pilot
communit
6. Expand data base on grant 1 Jan
31 Dec y
based
making activities
women’s
7. Facilitate
mentoring 1 Feb
31 Dec rights
activities
for
young
initiatives
grantees
1 Feb
31 Dec and
1
8. Facilitate
Selection
convening
Committee’s activities
1 April 31 Dec with

direct Expected
contribution
s to longer
term
(3
years)
changes

1. Pilot
grant
making
activities
phased out by
the end of the
year
2. A
functional
grant
making
model,
providing small,
medium
and
strategic grants
to
selected
grantees
at
especially local
level

WFT growing
into a wellestablished,
functional and
sustainable
women’s
rights
Fund
for increased
capacity
of
women’s
rights
organizations,
especially at
local level for
promoting a
more feminist
conscious
women’s
rights agenda
in the country
(and beyond)

1. Expanded base
of WFT’s local
level grantees in
Tanzania
2. Lessons from
pilot
grants
enrich the fullfledged funding
model

Increased
funding
for
local
level
women’s
rights
organizations
for increased
capacity and
transformatio
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9. Conduct field visits and
document
herstories/reports and
disseminate
2. CAPACITY STRENGTHENING
1. Organize one grantee 1 July
forum to train them on
compliance issues and
reporting/documenting
herstories
I Jan
2. Organize sessions for
team
building/staff
meetings and learning, 1 April
including annual retreat
3. Organize
one
staff
training on grant making
and reporting

WFT’s
grantees

30 Sept All
WFT 1. Strengthened
grantees
capacity of WFT
grantees
in
financial
31 Dec WFT staff
management/re
and
porting
and
board/co
storytelling
30 Aug mmittee
2. Strengthened
members
capacity of WFT
WFT staff
staff in grant
making
and
reporting
3. Strengthened
team building
and collective
learning
by
WFT
staff,
Board
and
Committee
members

n
in
country

the

Strengthened
institutional
growth
of
grantees for
advancing
women’s
rights agenda

3. RESOURCE MOBILIZATION
1. Expand and maintain a
functional database of
existing and potential
Funders
2. Build proposals locally,
regionally
and
internationally
3. Explore and build one
joint proposal initiative
with
like-minded
organizations on selected
issues
4. Engage with existing and
potential funders (visits,
attending strategic donor
forums, etc)
5. Facilitate RM Committees'
activities
6. Finalize the redesigning of
the English website and
translating it in Kiswahili

1 Jan
1 Jan
1 Jan

1 Jan

1 Jan
1 Jan

Individual 1. At least 2 new WFT has in
funders,
commitments
place a diverse
foundation
with funders in and
31 Dec s, bilateral
place
sustainable
and
least
2 funding base
30 Aug multilatera 2. At
proposals under for its grant
l donors
negotiation and 1 making
and
corporates
link made for a activities
31 Dec in
joint proposal;
Tanzania
3. Effective
and
and
ongoing
beyond
branding
for
31 May
marketing and
promotion
of
31 June
WFT’s activities
31 Dec

1 Jan

31 Dec

1 Jan

31 Dec
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7. Update websites on at
least 4-6 weekly basis
1 Jan
8. Continue digital profiling
of WFT through social
media
9. Develop selected material
to profile WFT
4. STRATEGIC ALLIANCES BUILDING
1. Facilitate post-convening 1 Jan
activities of the newly
formed
coalition/taskforce
on
women’s rights in the new
Constitution in Tanzania
1 Aug
2. Sponsor selected grantees
and others from the
women’s movement to
participate
in
WFT
organized session during 1 Jan
TGNP’s gender festival
3. Engage and facilitate
planned activities under
the
African
Region
members
of
INWF
(inputting in strategic
plan for the region and 1 Dec
related
activities,
including participation in
selected forums)
4. Continue to identify,
build,
maintain
and
participate in selected
activities of like-minded
organizations for further
learning and sharing in
Tanzania, Africa and
beyond

31 Dec

31 Dec

31 Oct

31 Dec

31 Dec

is
1. Task
1. WFT
is WFT
force
contributing
continuously
member
towards
being
s
strengthening
enriched and
represe
movement
nting
building in the enriching
others
women
country
its
organiza 2. WFT playing an through
tions
active role as partnerships
and
member
of with
individu
INWF,
INWF- likeminded
als from
African Region
organizations
the
and
AWID
women’
through
e.g. and networks
s
participation
moveme
and
nt
implementation
2. WFT
, peer learning
grantees
and
3. Likecontributing to
minded
debates/discou
women’
rse
s rights
funds
and
organiza
tions in
Tanzani
a, Africa
and
beyond
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II Activities that Focus on Promotion of Internal Activities
Planned activities that Start
focus
on
WFT Date
organisational
development
and
strengthening

Finish
Date

Expected direct result/s

5. INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHENING ACTIVITIES
1. Implement Strategic Plan 1 Jan
31 Dec 1.
2013-15
(including
board approval, annual
2.
plan, fund raising etc.)
1 Jan
31
3.
2. Conduct annual financial 1 Jan
March
audit
1 Jan
31 Dec
3. Facilitate board activities
31 Dec
4. Implement
approved 1 Jan
financial
policy/
30 June
manual/tools
5. Develop and implement 1 March
M&E framework for
31 Dec
enhanced
learning,
sharing
and
impact 1 Jan
tracking
31 Dec
6. Hire and engage services 1 Jan
for facilitating WFT
31 Dec
activities (program staff 5, resource persons)
7. Upkeep of office and
facilities (office space,
utilities, and logistics)
8. Purchase of selected
items

SP
2013-14
under
implementation
Clean audits 2012
Functional WFT office and
staff for facilitating WFT
activities
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Expected
contribution
/s to longer
term
(3
years)
changes
A sustainable
and functional
institutional
base for WFT
to play its role
in response to
the demands
of
its
constituency

ANNEX 2: WFT’S LAUNCHING STORY

PRESS RELEASE
Looking back over 2013, we view our launching story as exemplifying best the most significant change in our structure
and internal functioning as a direct result from our work to strengthen our fund.
WFT’S OFFICIAL LAUNCHING ON 5 SEPTEMBER 2013
Taking into account WFT’s funding situation, in July 2013 the Board gave WFT her blessing to prepare the official launching
of WFT as the first fully fledged Women’s Rights Fund in Tanzania. The launching took place on 5 September during the
biennial Gender Festival (GF) as organized by the Tanzania Gender Networking Program (TGNP) from 3-6 September in
Dar es Salaam. It provided WFT with a strategic opportunity to profile its work in grant making for the promotion of
women’s human rights in the country, as well as in informing many women’s rights organizations on WFT for their
engagement, especially for those coming from local levels.
The GF provided a unique launching opportunity as it brings together two to three thousand women’s rights activists (and
some men) from both national and local level from all over Tanzania and beyond. It is a select movement building space
for sharing, learning, consensus building on new strategies for moving the women’s agenda forward.
Preceding the launch, WFT organized a round table event which focused on raising a debate on fundraising opportunities
and challenges for the promotion of women’s rights issues in the country. This well attended event included local women,
among them WFT grantees. It had speakers from two Grantees, the Chief Executive of the Civil Society Foundation in
Tanzania, the UN Women Country Representative and the Executive Director of WFT.
WHAT MADE US CHOOSE THIS STORY ABOVE ALL OTHER POSSIBLE STORIES TO TELL?
Internally: WFT’s launching story is a beautiful story of our own internal process of growth and confidence building. We
were daring to transition from a pilot phase into a fully-fledged funding mechanism. We had the boldness to make the
decision to launch without having all the means (human and financial) in place yet. The launch is the inspiring result of our
boldness all along to start this initiative on a 100 % voluntary basis and of a collective effort to sustain WFT throughout
and to make the launch happen. The launch has not only given us more visibility, it has also created expectations. We now
have to focus on how to manage these expectations.
Many people volunteered their time: young people, technical committee members, board members, sympathisers and
others. With the full support of TGNP, its Gender Festival was strategically used to inform the public and potential
beneficiaries.
Externally : WFT’s launching story shows where we have build maturity and capacity in terms of influencing debates,
trends and ongoing dialogues around philanthropy and women’s funding in Tanzania and beyond, and on informing
bilateral donors and funding mechanisms who are not equipped to target women’s rights. It provided us with an
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opportunity to move on together by teaming up with other new donors for bringing more funding for women to the
country.

ANNEX 3: GRANTS OVERVIEW OF GRANTS MADE BY WFT BETWEEN NOVEMBER 2011 AND
SEPTEMBER 2013:
2011: TOTAL 3
1. NEDIPHA, Dar es Salaam: handicapped women with HIV/AIDS
2. FARAJA TRUST FUND, Morogoro: young women/sex workers/ sexual and reproductive/health rights
3. KBH SISTERS, Dar es Salaam: coalition building among sex workers
2012: TOTAL 5
1. FARAJA TRUST FUND, Morogoro: awareness raising and lobbying for sexual and reproductive/health
rights in new constitution
2. KBH SISTERS, Dar es Salaam: follow up training of sex workers
3. YOUNG WOMEN LEADERSHIP, Shinyanga: leadership training of young women
4. HAWA, Dar es Salaam: Dada Jijue Project (‘Believe In Your Self Sisters’ Project) to support school
leavers and housemaids
5. NATIONAL CONVENING - WOMEN’S RIGHTS IN THE NEW CONSTITUTION, all 19 regions of Tanzania:
national convening to start process to get crucial women’s rights issues anchored in the new
constitution
January – September 2013: TOTAL 27
1. WANAWAKE NA KATIBA (WOMEN AND CONSTITUTION) COALITION, all 19 regions of Tanzania:
promotion of package of follow up on post convening activities on advocating for women’s rights issues
in the new constitution. WFT makes grants to coalition activities to accomplish the process of anchoring
crucial women’s rights issues in the new constitution
2. KIMWAM / MAMA SAMAKI MTWARA, Mtwara: empowering women fish vendors on economic and
women’s rights: a women’s initiative within Mtwara People’s Umbrella Organization in Southern
Tanzania
3. MTWARA YOUTH ANTI AIDS GROUP (MYAAG), Mtwara: young women/girls with HIV/aids and their
sexual and reproductive/health rights
4. AGAPE AIDS CONTROL PROGRAMME (AACP), Shinyanga: support to local women leaders to profile
crucial women’s issues
5. EBENEZA GROUP, Shinyanga: empowering local women entrepreneurs on eco-nomic and women’s
rights
6. SAFINA GROUP, Shinyanga: empowering young women on leadership skills
7. WAREMBO, Dar es Salaam: awareness raising support to sex-workers on sexual violence and GBV
issues under a Coalition run by KBH sisters
8. NYANGAO, Lindi; awareness raising on issues of women’s rights and the new constitution
9. WANAWAKE NA KATIBA (WOMEN AND CONSTITUTION) COALITION, Dar es Salaam: one day
meeting, in May, for members of the Women and Constitution Coalition to input on the concept “Joint
Paper", a collective tool containing key priority principles to advocate for anchoring women’s right
issues into the new constitution
10. WANAWAKE NA KATIBA (WOMEN AND CONSTITUTION) COALITION-ULINGO, Kitunda (Dar es
Salaam): one day support session, early June, for women representatives in local constitutional
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councils/forums (baraza la katiba) to further understand and articulate key women’s rights issues
which should be included in the new constitution
11. WANAWAKE NA KATIBA (WOMEN AND CONSTITUTION) COALITION -ZANZIBAR GENDER
COALITION, Zanzibar: One day forum, end of June, to discuss key constitutional women’s rights issues
as articulated by the Coalition as part of their preparations to review the first draft of the new
constitution through the Local Constitutional Councils (Baraza)
12. WANAWAKE NA KATIBA (WOMEN AND CONSTITUTION) COALITION, Dar es Salaam: Two day
forum, mid August, for members of the Women and Constitution Coalition and members of the
Constitutional Council (BARAZA) to review the first draft of the new Constitution from the women’s
rights perspective for advocacy and submission to the National Constitutional Review Commission
13 – 23. KBH, YOUNG WOMEN LEADERS, HAWA, KIMWAM, MYAAG, AACP, EBENEZA, SAFINA,
WAREMBO, NYANGAO, EFG from Up Country and Dar es Salaam: 11 participants from 7 up country
grantees and 4 grantees from Dar es Salaam partake in TGNP’s Gender Festival and in WFT’s Launching
24. EQUITY FOR GROWTH (EFG), Ilala Districht (Dar es salaam): a women’s rights initiative working on
promoting rights of women traders in selected markets: training of members of women traders
associations in selected markets, including among them representatives of local constitutional councils,
in Ilala District on key women’s rights issues in the new constitution
25. HAKI ZA WANAWAKE (HAWA) INITIATIVE, Kinondoni District (Dar es Salaam): strengthening a
coalition of abused young domestic workers for building collective voice and action on sexual abuse
issues
26. TANZANIA MEDIA WOMEN ASSOCIATION (TAMWA), Dar es Salaam: a women’s media advocacy NGO:
training of journalists on awareness/knowledge creation on critical women’s rights issues in the
constitutional review process
27. TANZANIA GENDER NETWORKING PROGRAMME (TGNP), Dar es Salaam: a women’s rights NGO
working on lobbying, outreach and advocacy: field visits to selected communities in 11 districts to equip
women (and few men) representatives in local constitutional councils with relevant information on key
constitutional women’s rights issues
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